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• National claims and outcomes over a decade

• The 2019 round; what has happened this year?

• Pay and reward 
– opportunities and challenges

– what are people looking at?

• Pay and reward strategies

• Total reward

• Questions and discussion



The evolution of the trade unions’ national 

claims…2010

2010-11 claim – 10 pages

• Request for positive proposals on equality 

recommendations

• Joint work on best practice on family-friendly issues

• Assimilation of hourly-paid staff to pay spine rates

• National system of remuneration for external examiners

• Joint training agreement



The evolution of the trade unions’ national 

claims…2019
2019-20 claim – 16 pages

• £10 per hour to be the minimum rate of pay

• A 35 hour working week for all staff working in universities

• Action to close the gender and ethnicity pay gaps

• A framework to eliminate precarious employment practices by 
universities

• End use of zero hour contracts

• Nationally-agreed payment to recognise excessive workloads

• To establish the Scottish Sub-Committee of New JNCHES



A decade of JNCHES pay awards



Real-terms value of the pay spine

• All pay spine points have kept pace with inflation since 2013-14

• Lowest-paid staff have seen an increase of 6% ahead of inflation since 2013-14

• Between 2009-10 and 2013-14 the real value of the pay spine fell by between 7.1% 
(point 3) and 7.8% (point 51)

• Using the flawed Retail Prices Index (RPI), calculations show a fall between 12.1% 
(point 3) and 16.3% (point 51) since 2009-10 – UCU still use a figure of 21%

• And what about pay progression? Average 4.8% increases for majority covered



Where are we now on the 2019 pay round?

– Final offer made in April 2019
– Dispute meetings in July did not resolve matters

– TUs stuck to ‘demands’ for significantly higher pay increases

– Pay outcome implementation happened in August/September

– A national dispute; all five HE Trade Unions went to statutory ballots

– Disaggregated for UCU (147 individual ballots)

– Aggregated for the other unions

– UNISON, Unite, GMB, EIS – all failed to secure sufficient support

– UCU secured 57 strike and ASOS mandates (combining in 43 with their USS 
dispute) 



Is something different going on?



Reflections on the union non-pay issues

• Widening trade union agenda in national level discussions – and increasing 
specificity

• Frustration from unions at lack of local and national progress on issues
– How much is understood of the institutional efforts?

• Are campaigns damaging image of sector (casual staff, gender pay gaps, race 
equality, mental health and stress)?

• Some appetite from HEIs for UCEA to make commitments on behalf of employers
– But employer appetite decreases as specificity increases

• Lack of bite to UCEA’s non-pay offers limits value in negotiations
– A fresh exploration with UCU is getting under way now – on gender pay, casual 

employment, workload



And where might ER/IR go?

radical 

commitment to 

‘sector-wide collective 

bargaining’

Labour manifesto to 

promise dramatic shift in 

workers' rights



Opportunities for UK HEIs

• Pay and reward – a holistic view and need to show vfm

• The new Concordat and its focus on career development

• Equality, diversity and inclusion – a fresh driver for change

• Addressing issues related to casual and fixed-term contracts (talent, 
engagement and EDI agendas)

• Improving understanding of the talent pipelines

• Innovations in career pathways (not just academic)

• Learning lessons from other countries (both good and bad)

• Public relations – importance of better representation, e.g. in the 
media



There are challenges too



A few more challenges

• Living wages (or £10ph pledges)

• ‘fair work’ / ‘good work’

• Equal pay – it still matters

• Senior remuneration – fairness and transparency

• Skills and labour market pressures

• EDI – there are high expectations of universities



Pay and reward; what are people looking at?

• Reward structures and systems feel outdated
– How incentive performance? Rigidity and/or grade drift? Roles or specialisms under-

valued or over-valued?

• Executive backing for change – a need for some bolder steps?

• Reward strategies that look ahead to our future workforces

• Repackage of fantastic existing total reward package; under-selling of benefits

• Accentuating the strong non-pay elements – career development, intrinsic reward, 
job autonomy, contribution to society

• Responses to growing workload and autonomy concerns

• Responses to demands for fairness and greater transparency

• Significant investments in pensions and pay/pension alignment challenges
• schemes we offer may not be valued by younger staff and international staff 



Competing for the talent that 

the business needs 

in the recruitment market, 

measured through external 

benchmarking

Taking account of:

• Achievement of annual objectives

• Longer-term contribution and 

potential

Taking account of:

• Job content 

• Equal pay issues

• Grading structures

Internal 

relativities

External 

relativities

Performance

Reward

system

Balancing three components of a pay strategy: what’s 

your balance?



The three interlocking components of Effective 

Reward Strategies
• Do they reinforce the achievement of business goals?

• Do they deliver value for money?

• Are they integrated with the HR strategy?

• What’s the return on our compensation spend?

• Are they fit for purpose?

• Are they coherent/integrated?

• How do they compare with the market to recruit/retain?

• Do they meet the needs of different employees?

• How do cost and perceived value compare?

• How well implemented/operated are they?

• How well communicated?

• How well do we implement reward changes?

• How effective are line managers?

• What’s the employees’ experience of them?

Reward Vision and

Principles

Reward Designs

Reward Processes
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Example: The total rewards ‘deal’ in one public 

sector employer

PAY 
▪ Competitive pay at the median level 

compared to other major employers 
▪ Reflects growth in your job content and 

responsibilities throughout your career 
▪ Grows in relation to your competence and 

contribution 
▪ Bonus opportunities related to individual 

and collective performance 

BENEFITS 
▪ Excellent, market-leading benefits package 
▪ Individual choice and flexibility 
▪ Share ownership opportunities 

LEARNING 
▪ Excellent development opportunities 

throughout your career 
▪ Investment in developing 

technical/professional skills and leadership 
potential 

ENVIRONMENT 
▪ Performance-focused with along-term 

perspective 
▪ Values-driven – collegiate, respectful 

environment 
▪ Regular performance management and 

feedback 
 

 



Questions and 

discussion
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